Brain perfusion territory imaging: methods and clinical applications of selective arterial spin-labeling MR imaging.
The ability to visualize perfusion territories in the brain is important for many clinical applications. The aim of this overview is to highlight the possibilities of selective arterial spin-labeling (ASL) magnetic resonance (MR) imaging techniques in the assessment of the perfusion territories of the cerebral arteries. In the past decade, the optimization of selective ASL MR techniques to image the cerebral perfusion territories has resulted in numerous labeling approaches and an increasing number of clinical applications. In this article, the methods and clinical applications of selective ASL MR imaging are described and the importance of perfusion territory information in studying cerebral hemodynamic changes in patients with cerebrovascular disease is shown. In specific patient groups with cerebrovascular disease, such as acute stroke, large artery steno-occlusive disease, and arteriovenous malformation, selective ASL MR imaging provides valuable hemodynamic information when added to current MR protocols. As a noninvasive tool for perfusion territory measurements, selective ASL may contribute to a better understanding of the relation between the vasculature, perfusion, and brain function.